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Blend and extend failure–
reduced rent but reduced
profits, too.
Will your blend and extend strategy help
or hurt profitability?

Roughly seventy percent of all leases have

Recently, LeaseCalcs ran over 50 “blend and

amendments. Whether those amendments take the

extend” (“B&E”), amendments through our patent-

form of a “blend and extend”, extension, expansion,

pending lease accounting + analysis application.

contraction, early termination or some combination

While 100% of them achieved the objective of

of all of these, amendments don’t just change the

reducing the tenant’s cash rent expense,

cash flows from a lease, they dramatically change

over two-thirds immediately reduced profits.

how that lease is accounted for on the tenant’s

Amazingly, there were remedies, but neither the

balance sheet and income statement.

tenants nor their brokers knew the impact or
how to fix it before signing the amendments.

In simple terms, you cannot treat the amendment
as a separate lease for accounting or analysis

Take, for example, the case of a tenant in San

purposes. The pre-existing balance sheet

Diego who executed a B&E amendment at the end

and income statement values affect how the

of the sixth year of their ten-year lease term. The

amendment impacts the tenant’s financials, and

amendment effectively added four more years of

what you thought was a good deal can quickly turn

lease term onto the existing term, meaning from

out to be a very bad deal where it matters most:

the date of the amendment the tenant would then

net income and EBITDA results. Yet virtually

have eight years of lease term remaining. The

nobody gets this right when analyzing lease

amendment also served to reduce the rental rates

amendments – brokers and tenants alike. This is

they would have been obligated to pay in the final

precisely why LeaseCalcs automatically handles

four years of the initial lease term. In other words,

the analysis and accounting for lease amendments

a classic “blend and extend” deal.

–in just minutes.
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When the amendment was being negotiated by the

existing lease accounting rules), are incorporated

tenant and its broker, however, all of the analyses

into the revised accounting calculations. But the

were based on discounted cash flow alone, with

tenant and its broker either did not know that or did

a focus on the amount by which the tenant was

not have LeaseCalcs to be able to easily calculate

able to immediately reduce its cash rent expense.

and understand the significance of their error.

In fact, the amendment did serve to reduce the
tenant’s rent expense by $350,000 per year in

This blend and extend amendment may have

for the first two years of the new term, and by

reduced the tenant’s rent expense for four years,

$400,000 per year for the next two years of the new

but it killed their profits during the same time

lease term, as shown in the graph below.

period! As shown in the graph below,

Unfortunately, this is where the tenant’s and its

the amendment that reduced the tenant’s rent by

broker’s analyses stopped. Their analyses never

$350,000 during 2014 also increased its GAAP /

considered the impact the amendment would

IFRS P&L expense, which reduced its net income

have on the tenant’s financials, most importantly

(and EBITDA results) by $300,000 per year! See

including its net income and EBITDA results.

graph on top of next page.

In order to correctly analyze the impact this
amendment would have on the tenant’s earnings,
the tenant and its broker would need to know
the existing lease’s balance sheet values. When
amending a lease such that rent payments and
lease term are affected, those values (i.e., deferred
rent credit balance, tenant improvement asset
balances, and more if it were a capital lease under
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Importantly, there were solutions available to the tenant to still do the B&E but not hurt net income. Moreover,
if the broker and the tenant had realized the impact the amendment was going to have on the tenant’s income
statement, they could have used that knowledge and data as a negotiating tool with the landlord.
At least two alternative scenarios could have been pursued, both of which would have protected the tenant’s
profits. For example, in the first alternative scenario, the tenant could have opted for a shorter “extend” period
if it could persuade the landlord to keep the negotiated rental rates the same as in the original amendment (i.e.,
think of a situation where the landlord needs just a bit more “term” for refinancing purposes). In this scenario,
the exact same base rental rates that produced a $300,000 reduction in net income could have produced an
annual improvement in net income and EBITDA of $125,000 per year if the tenant had simply added one year
instead of four years onto the existing lease term, as shown in the graph below.
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Tenant and broker could’ve used that
knowledge to truly create a “win-win.”
Alternatively, understanding that the contemplated amendment was going to hurt the tenant’s earnings,
the tenant and its broker could have used that knowledge in discussions with the landlord to create a true
“win-win” scenario. Specifically, the tenant could have added one year of additional extension at a higher rental
rate onto the originally contemplated four-year extension in exchange for a small, additional reduction in rental
rates during those four years. In doing so, it could have reduced its cash rent expense even more than originally
contemplated, but would have avoided impairing its profits and EBITDA results, as shown in the cash flow
and P&L graphs below.
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So what is the secret?
How do you avoid killing
profits while saving cash?
Know the answers before you sign that next amendment by using
LeaseCalcs. LeaseCalcs is the only lease accounting and analysis
application that automatically incorporates and calculates the full
financial statement impact from any and all lease amendments.
We can also teach you, your colleagues, clients and brokers how
amendments affect your accounting results and how to structure
leases and amendments to achieve desired results.
Contact us today to schedule a training seminar or to get answers
to your questions. 949.284.6900 or Sales@LeaseCalcs.com

Things to think about:
• Executing a blend and extend strategy can be a win on cash, but actually a bigger loss on the P&L.
Do you know what the outcome will be before you sign the amendment? Do you know how to turn
the loss on the P&L into a gain? You will with LeaseCalcs.
• If you need to expand but have P&L pressures, a properly designed lease extension can mitigate
the P&L impact of the expansion. Expanding with no net impact on the P&L? Adding 10,000 square
feet for the P&L impact of 5,000 square feet? It’s possible when you know lease accounting.
• Lease amendment decisions (extension, expansion, contraction or combination of one or more),
that are made on the basis of cash flow alone can look very different after they are signed and hit
the P&L. Make sure you see the impact before you sign the amendment, because changes can be
made to the structure and negotiations to improve the outcome.
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